How you turn 4 days of work
into a 10-minute task.
Improve operational efficiency with software bots!

Improve process efficiency
by automating
tedious tasks.

Use cases, ROI calculator and Proof of Concept packages!

Let's take the robot out of the human
to improve process efficiency
It is clear that intelligent Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is a very promising technology that can
provide far-reaching automation and robotization of your work processes. RPA is currently
receiving a lot of attention because it enables companies to digitally transform without major
modification to their software and legacy systems. As RPA software can do exactly the same as an
employee, software robots take easy, time-consuming, often manual and routine work out of the
hands of your employees.

What is iRPA?
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) accelerates digital transformation of
business processes by automatically replicating tedious actions that have
no added value. Intelligent (i) means that we make bots robust by
integrating APIs, we bring additional capabilities to our robot and enable
smart automations (like Machine Learning and Natural Language
Processing) on end to end processes.

Why SAP Intelligent RPA?
Your employees spend too much time
doing copy/paste actions?

With SAP iRPA you can:
Let employees focus on high value tasks
Reduce cost

Because you have legacy systems, disintegrated

Do more with your current IT infrastructure

applications, complex processes to execute

Lower operational risk by eliminating

using multiple solutions?

human errors

"
SAP IRPA offers you to empower your people to
focus on meaningful work by automating
repetitive tasks with software bots
emulating humans.

How RPA can generate business value?

Improve operations
to mobilize resources for high-value
tasks at lower costs

Increase compliance
and analysis capabilities (through
well-documented audit trails)

Increase service quality
to reduce cycle times for revenue
generating transactions

Reduce human errors
and gain speed and efficiency

70%

of CIOs

say teams waste time on
manual tasks that could be
automated.
Source: Dynatrace Global CIO Report 2020

Use-case scenarios
In typical RPA activities the WHAT does not matter, but the HOW is the key! The possibilities of
Intelligent RPA are exceptionally broad as the software bots are developed tailor-made to your
company’s business processes. Some of the potential use-cases for which we believe RPA
delivers instant ROI and business value are:
Repetitive manual tasks
When your employees manually integrate, transfer, consolidate and/or enrich data.
For example:
Extract data through various connectors (e.g. excel, pdf, external apps, websites,
third-party apps) and enter in one system
Sales Order creation from Excel
Onboarding/offboarding of employees
Equipment ordering process
Log in to multiple IT-systems and aggregate the data for your analysis
Search invoices by reference number in various ERP instances
Supplier invoice status checks
Complete invoice validation and processing

Interfacing between systems
Between non-linked systems like your customers’
systems, Outlook, Excel,
your ERP or your legacy systems and your latest cloud
solutions.
Preparing reports
Builds real-time, user-friendly reports out of data from
different systems.
Collecting data
A software bot scrapes different systems and checks
for all customer data that is needed. The bot creates a
360° customer view while the employee focuses solely
on the customer (on the phone or at a helpdesk).
Data conversion and migration
When migrating to a new system or integrating
applications, bots can transfer data
in 2 directions.
Data validation
Check extensive sets of data for inconsistencies or
duplicates, with only detected exceptions still to be
checked by employees.

Applications based on industry
Banking:
Automation of credit card applications,
loan processing, …
Retail:
Updating orders, managing fake accounts,
processing shipping notifications, …
Telecom:
Monitoring subscriber feeds, fraud
management, customer data updates, …
HR:
Candidate sourcing, background
verification, payroll automation, …

For example:
Customer service case

For example:
S/4HANA case

Benefits
A software robot adapts to you, not the other way around. The principle of RPA is that your
existing processes, IT environment and data sources are not affected. Within a matter of days
and weeks (instead of months) your digital co-worker carries out the most complex processes
around the clock.
1.

Efficiency & cost Savings

4.

Security & compliance

For each process to which you apply RPA,
the payback time is usually less than one
year, with efficiency gains of up to 300%
compared to execution by a human. Extra
profit can be achieved by having one bot
perform multiple processes.

Like an employee, the bot is granted
access rights in accordance with set
controls & limitations.
In addition, it logs all its actions.

2.

An RPA project sends annoying,
repetitive work to a bot. Employees
can focus on tasks with a higher added
value and interaction with customers
& colleagues.

Flexibility & scalability

Implementation of an RPA project takes a
few weeks only. Once configured, the bot
can scale easily to accommodate any
work volume.

5.

6.
3.

Employee satisfaction

Customer satisfaction

One bot, multiple tasks

Every software bot can handle different
processes. From repetitive tasks suitable
for an RPA project over the preparation of
reports to data management.

Your robot works 24/7/365, fulfilling
the expectations of your customers
faultlessly.

What Amista can do for you:
To get the most out of IRPA you have to identify the areas in which it will work
best. You already have some specific use-cases in mind? Great!
But that is not easy when you are only discovering the solution.
This is where Amista can help.
We have developed our personal way of implementing IRPA solutions and
are trained in detecting interesting use-cases and scenarios where RPA brings
added value to your business.
An IRPA project is done in different steps. The first phase is the discovery
phase, in which we start with a conversation and see where and how we can
help. We organize a design thinking session in which we guide you step by step.
Next, we analyse the daily tasks of you and your team members or across
departments. Our approach is based on a method to detect cases that you
would have never thought of. We help you map repetitive and time-consuming
processes. We calculate the ROI and make an analysis.
Our goal is to help you identity the most interesting cases.
Then we do the development, we build the bot from start to finish and get it
running in your system. Finally, we support you in using the bots.

Contact

Design Thinking Workshop

First things first
A design thinking workshop is a necessary component to explore potential future solutions.
Together with a team of key users across different departments, you can discuss your current
environment, processes and pain points. You will discover potential use-cases. Next, you need to
prioritize projects and create a clear RPA strategy.
We offer a design thinking package to guide you in this. With the help of Amista, you will discover
how technology can help you in reaching your business objectives, optimize your internal
processes and unlock the full potential of your SAP infrastructure.

Workshops
During 2 workshops of 4 hours, we inspire you to identify concrete use-cases. Based on your
infrastructure and challenges, we help you to detect valuable ideas. Together with you, we will set
up a time frame and prioritize the ideas and potential business cases based on the technical
impact and estimated investment. Additionally, If requested, we can offer the development of a
Proof of Concept as a separate package.
Fixed price: 2.500 euro excl. VAT.
Fixed price offer including 2 experienced consultants on-site during 2 half day sessions, workshop
preparation, design thinking template, fact sheet analysis and report of both workshops, action plan for
next steps.

Plan my workshop

"Challenge Accepted"-packages on SAP iRPA
About the packages
At Amista, we have developed proof of concept scenarios, our "challenge accepted” packages, to
show you the power of SAP Intelligent RPA by implementing a bot based on your own needs. A trial
license can be used for the PoC (non-productive use only).
We offer a fixed price of 3.250 euro excl. VAT per package.
Custom proof of concept packages are also possible.
For who?
For all your employees who are dealing with a lot of manual and repetitive tasks, involving a high
volume of data on multiple systems. We find typical use-cases in administrative processes mainly
at Customer Service, Finance and HR Departments, where bots can offer enormous added value
to your employees, for example to create sales orders, check duplicate data,... Let's automate
these time-consuming and error prone processes!

#1

Excel integration package

Thanks to this package, the error prone and
time-consuming process of copying and pasting
data from spreadsheets into other systems can
be automated.

#2

PDF package

The process of reading and retrieving relevant
data from PDFs can be automated with this
package.

#3

Outlook package

This SAP IRPA package is able to scrape mails,
mail folders or even mailboxes, in order to
scrape relevant data and update it in a database
or application.

#4

Web scraping package

This package easily combines different web-based
data sources in order to retrieve relevant data and
to synchronize with your company’s systems.

SAP IRPA checklist
We created a checklist that we go through together with our customers in order to make a
proper and competitive price estimation before starting a new RPA project.
We focus on questions like:
Does the process use scanned original paper documents?
Does the used software run directly on the end user's device or is virtualization
software used?
How much time does one iteration of the process take on average for an end user?
Is it the intention (in the long term) to train bots yourself or would you like to
collaborate with a partner?

So how do we quote your project?
Volume
Most managers have a pretty clear idea of the volume they are managing. You should think
of the total number of sales orders you create on a yearly basis or the number of invoices
you handle every month.
When you have an idea about the total volume of certain operational tasks, we identify if it's
best to automate the whole process or just the standard cases (because some are too
complex) to obtain your magic number.
Next, try to measure the human time spent on doing the tasks you think you can automate.
This will give you an indication on the ROI of the project later on. Now we can calculate the
total amount of automations (SAP calls this transactions).
Complexity
The number of applications or technologies involved to complete one process are important
to quote the complexity of the project. Additionally, you need to think about the
repetitiveness of actions.
Therefore we use questions like:
How many different systems are used throughout the process?
For example: mail, PDF and an ERP package are 3 systems.
Does the process follow predetermined rules?
The size of the project depends on the complexity:
2 applications and only a few rules is a relatively small project compared to a project where
you have 5 or more applications with a lot of rules.

Our IRPA ROI calculator
Based on the above elements (volume and complexity), we defined an
IRPA ROI calculator that gives you insights on 3 categories:

Savings

License

Project cost

Do you want to try this?
Curious to optimize the performance and
productivity of your business?
Discover our IRPA checklist and ROI calculator!
Feel free to contact us for more info about the
Design Thinking workshop and Proof of Concept packages!

Talk to us!

Amista NV
Antwerpsesteenweg 124 b58
2630 Aartselaar
03 870 46 92
info@amista.be
www.amista.be

